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ABSTRACT

The field research program involving corrective measures technologies for arid

shallow land-burial sites is described, Reasearch performed for a portion of this task,

the identification, evaluation, and modeling of erosion control technologies, is

presented in detail. In a joint study with USDA-ARS, soil erosion and infdtration of

water into a simulated trench cap with various surface treatments was measured and

compared with data from undisturbed soil surfaces with natural plant cover. The

distribution of soil particles in the runoff was measured for inclusion in CREAMS (a

field scale model for Chemicals, Runoff and Erosion frcm Agricultural Management

Systems). Neutron moisture gauge data collected beneath the ernsion plots are

presented to show the seasonal effects of the erosion control technologies on t. i.

subsurface component of the water balance.

INTRODUCTION

Once the burial trench receives its fhd cover, several environmental processes start influencing the

configuration and intcgrit y of the surt”ace and subsurface of the trench cap (Fig. 1). The most serious problems

encountered in slmllow land burial are related to watt: mana!ement,l as water comes into contact with the

buried wastes either from infiltration of precipitation, or from trench cap erosion leading to the exposure of the

buried wur’et Unfortunately, management practices that reduce erosion of the trench cap may enhance

infiltration; thus, burial site operators must ultimately arrive ●t techniques which will balance control of

infihration md erosion,

The overall purpose of the comective measures task is to develop and test methods that can be used to

correct any actual or anticipated problems with new and existing SLB sites in an arid environment, These field

tests will not only evaluate remedial actions, but w~l I ISO~nv-hate Phenomena susmcted of being a po~slble
problem at arid SLB sites, The approach wr: have taken in developing remedial action technology for low-level

waste sites is to recognize that physical and bl do~ical processes affecting $ite integit y ●re interdependent, and,
therefore, cannot be treated as *parate problems.

Specifically the research performed ‘[or this task will field test second generation biointrusion bnrriers,

determine by field experiments the extent of upward radionuclidc migration due to moisture cycling, mrasure

the eflccts of subsidence on remedial ac’~ion or other system components, and identify, evaluate, and model

erosion rxmt rol technologies. The CREAMS model, (A Field Scale model for Chemicals, Runoff, and El IJsion

From, Agricultural Management System’i) will be used to model the surface processes2and will be validated for

soil proflies typical of that in SLB facilltk
-—-— --.—— -
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F Ig. 1. Hydrologyof tie shallowlard. burial trench.

Several accomplishments were made in the first three subtasks. The second generation bidntmsion barrier

subtask involved installing a coblir-gravel biobarrier ●t Area B at Los Alamos (a burial site closed out initially

in 1947) and emplacing a smsdlcr scale, more controlled biobarrier system in the experimental clusters: water

balance relationships and the ability of the plants to take up # label beneath the barrier were then monitored
with time, The moisture cycling experiment was finally harvested, resulting in an emphrnsison sampling, data

●nalysis, and interpr~ ‘ation. A large scale subsidence experiment was emplaced and is currently being

monitored for subsidel “e and soil water changes with time.

The results of tht erosion control technology subtask will b? presented in detail in the following sections of
this paper,

EROSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY SUBTASK:
DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND METHODS

The objective of thiswbtnsk was to tivestigate the water balance and ●rosional behavior of burial trench

caps of several cover conditirxm Plots were established at the Los A!amos Experimental Engineered Test

Facility (EETF) on conditions very closely matching trench cap$ used for shnllow land burial at Los AlamosJ.

These plots were expused to simulated rainfall to generate infiltration, runoff and erosion during the simulated

rainfall events, The effect of ar,tecedent soil water ccntent on these hydrologic variables was also evaluated, and

the soil erodibility factor and the cover mnnagemerrt factor of the Univertal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) were

estimated for our trench cap conflguratiom Data from the study wil~ be used in modeling thz hydrologic

performance and design of trench cap$ for specific conditions,’

A 15.2 x 62,S m simulated trench cap was constructed at t+e EETF in Los Alamos, New Mexico.$ The

crmfl~uration of thin trench cap consitmxl of a 15-cm layer of backfilled Hackroy series topsoil,4 which has been
stockpiled at the site, underlain by a 90-cm layer of crushed Bandelier tuff backflil, classified as belonging to

geologic Mapping Unit 3.’ Both layers were installed with dominant downhill slopes of 796, We compared the

hydrologic behavior of thit highly disturbed system with an adjacent undisturbed soil pro!Ue with natural cover,



Three treatments were impos~ on tie 8 plots on tie trench cap in stmdard 3.1 X 11 m plots with the long
axis parallel to the SkqX.019 TWO p\@s received M up and down slope &king (cultivated WatIIWIIt); these were

comparable except for lengthened slope to the IJSLE ~it plot of continuous tilled fallow used to determine the

USLE erodibility and cover management factor~, TWO others were not ~led ~d alSO~eived no vegetative

cover (bare soil treatment). In order to determine the influence of vegetation on soil er8aion, four plots were

seeded with barley (Hordeum vdgare L).

The rainfall simulator used was a trailer-mounted rotating-boom simulator capable of applying 60
mm/h,’” with drop size distributions similar to those of natural rainfall,” and rainfall energies about 80% of

those of natural rainfall. The rain simulator run sequence consisted of aminitial 60 minute rainfall simulation at

existing levels of soil water (dry soil surface), a 20 minute run 24 hours ?ater (wet soil surface), and another 30

minute run after a 30 minute delay (very wet suil surface).’ The s;mulated rainfall rate was always about 60

mm/h, and these simulated rain events were applied to the plots in late June, 1982, when the barley was one

month old, thus minimizing canopy effects on soil erosion,

Soil Ibss for each simulated rainstorm was calculated as the product of runoff rate and the concentration

of sediments in the runoff. The flumes used to measure runoff have n capacity of about 4 L s-l with water level

recorders modified according to Sitnanton and Renard.’ The sediment concentration in each runofl sample,
was determined by wei~hing the sample, aUowing about 40 days for the sediment particles to settle to the

bottom of the sample jars, decanting the water, and weighing the sampie jar and dried sediment after a three-

day drying period at 60°C. Sediment samples were then wet sieved into various fractions downto53 microns,
and the less than 53 micron fraction assayed for particle sizes down to 1.9 microns in diameter with a Leeds

and Northrup Microtrac particle size analyzer.

Rainfall amount and application rate were measured using a recording raingauge that was placed between

each plot pair, The distribution of rainfall over each erosion plot was measured with 4 gauges that recorded

rainfall amount near each of the plot comers.

Long term soil water changes were monitored with a neutron moistu:e gauge in three 1.7 m-long access

tubes positioned in each erosion plot.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

in this section we will present typical hyr!rograph and sedigraph data obtained during the rain simulator

runs, show how the total soil loss data and the soil erodibility and cow management factors are dctived from
these dst~ ●nd present information on the distribution of sediment particles in the ‘runoff from each plot

treatment, Short- and Iortg.term changes in subsurface coti water content will then be discussed.

Soil Loss Data

Hydrography, sediment concenti’ation, and sedigrttph data sire presented in Fig, 2 for t)pical rain ?imulator
runs on the trench cap rccciving cultivated, bare soil, and barley cover treatments and for an erosion plot with

natural plant cover.

During the period of gradually increming runoff in the dry surfac? rums on the plot with natural plant

cover, sediment concentrations remained relatively constant (Oi3S to 0,4196), so that sediment loss rates
gradually incremed to ● maximum of 64.9 g/rein (Fig. 2)+ In the successive wet and very wet soil surface

simulator runs, runoff occurred more promptly afler the Martofthe rair, event than previous runoff events on

the plot, reflecting the decreased infiltration rate into increash@y wet soil profiles. Peak sediment

concentrations, ranging from 0,40 to 0.S4%, and peak sediment loss rates, ranging irom 97 to 109 g/rein, were

not found until the final very wet surface slrmtlatoi run, clearly showing the effect of antecedent moisture on

these hydrologic parameters, During the simulator run on the dry ad surface on the cult. hated plot (Fig. 2),

discharge rateg quickly increased to 40.46 mm/h and sedinmt concentrations ranging from 8,4 to 108%
were observed, This resulted in maximum sedime,~t loss rates c,f 2677 g/rein for this rain simulator event Fig,

2), which exhibited sediment concentrations artd low rstes on this plot that were 20-25 times larger than on the
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Fig. 2. Hydrology, eodimeruconcentration, and whgraph dam for ●rosion plot~ with cultivwd bue eoit, berky cover, and
rwurel covet’ treatments,

natural cover plots, Changes in sediment concentrations during all three uimulated rain eventb influenced the

sedigraph data more tlmn the relatively uniform discharge rate curves (Fig. 2), This suggests that sedimer,t

trmport.deposition processes and interactions durin~ the events were dyrmmic, which, in turn, suggests the

occurrence (as was observed in the bottom 3 m of the plot a!ler the three rahtstorms applied) of rneoiment

redistribution processes near and in the furrows formed on the plot.

Although discharge rates for the bare soil, barley cover, ●nd cultivated treatments were similar, tedimtnt

concentrations varied cortsidersbly between treatment: (Fig. 2). Mutimum sediment concentrations from the



smooth bare soil plot were only 6.0%, much less than the 10.8% concentration found on the cultivated plot,

sediment concentrations from the plot with barley cover were even lower, ranging from 1.S to 2,2% during

peak runoff for the dry soil surface run, and from 2.0 to 2.6% during the wet and very wet simulator runs.
The hydrography and sedigraph data for each rain simulator run were integrated ove[ time, and the average

runoff and soil loss amounts for each surface treatment are shown in Table 1. Aver~e soil losses for each

simulator run on the natural plots ranged from 0,7 to 3,4% of the losses on the cultivated plots, whereas the

bare soil and barley cover treatments exhibited 64 to 67% and 29 to 38% of the losses from the cultivated plots,

The influence of antecedent soiJwater content on water erosion can also definitely be +own for all of the trench

cap plots. Thus soil loss rates increased from 19-S3% between the dry and very wet soil surfacv simulator runs,

and ml y increased 1-7% between the wet and very wet soil surface runs (Table 1), We used the soil loss data to

estimate values for the soil erodibility (K) and cover rrmnagtment (C) factors of the USLE. Values for K were

calculated from the measured soil losses from the cultivated plots and the energy and intensity of the simulated

rainstorms applied to these plats. Soil losses from the three rain simulator ntns on the cultivated plots were

summed and adjusted for soil loss from the staudsrd unit plot (22,1-m length, 9% slope) according to

Agricultural Handbook 537.’ The average K factor for all three simdator runs on both tilled plots was then
calculated by dividing the unit-plot adjusted SOLloss by the estimated energy-times-intensity factor of the rain

events, resulting in a K values 0?0.085 t●hs+/haM3 ●mm with a coefficient of variation [(standard deviation of

mean/mean)( 100)] of 16% (n=6). This K value agrees quite well v’ith the estimate of 0,079 t .ha*h/ha. MJ. mm,
which we cferived from the soil crndiWity nmtograph.” ‘z

The cover mariagement factor (C)in the USLE is the ratio of the soil loss at a specillc crop stage to the

corresponding loss from the clean. tille(!, unprotected soil of a unit plot, Thus, we calculated the soil loss ratios

for the barley cover and natural cover treatments by dividing the total soil loss from all three simulator runs,

adjusted for soil loss from the standard unit plot,’ by the corresponding soil loss from the tilled plots (Table 2).

Soil loss ratios ra,,ged from 0.267 to 0.426 for the barley plots and from 0.013 to 0,023 for the plots with

natural vegetative cover, These soi! loss ratios agreed quite well with estimates from other research performed

throughout the United States.’

Transport of Soil Particles by

O\~o~ from Erosion Plots

A knowl:dgc of the various-sized soil particles transported in mnofl is needed to accvrtdely predict

TABLE 1

AVERAGE RUNOFF AND SOIL LOSS FOR RAIN

SIMULATOR RUNS ON DRY, WET, AND
VERY WET SOIL SURFACE ON EROS1ON PLOTS

AS A FUNL iION OF SURFACE TREATMENT

Ilcatment

(!Wmber of Plots)

INatural Cover (2)
Cultivated (2)

Bare Coil (2)
Barley Cover (4)

-—. ..-.. —— ——

Average Runoff (tom)

Dry wet very w’;

,Surfact’ Surfhce’ Surface’
—. —-

14,3 6,0 18,7

44.1 25.0 27.2

46,7 26,8 28,4

37.9 26,5 27.6

Average Soil Loss (kg)

Dry wet Very Wet

Surface Surface Surface

1.47 0,46 2.24
104.93 65.37 66,09
70,55 41,8fl 44,58
30,56 23.43 24.84

‘Reprewnts an iniht 60 mhi rsinh.tt simulation (dry surface),a 30 ~n mn 24 hours later (wet surface), ~nd srwt$er 30
min run atler a 30 mm delay (very wet swface), all par~ormcdat a r~nfdl rate of 60 mfn’hour,



TABLE 2

ESTIMATES OF COVER MANAGEMENT FACTORS (C)
FOR THE TRENCH CAP PLOTS WITH BARLEY COVER

AND THE NATURAL PLOTS $
b

Total Soti

LQss c
Plot Number (t/ha”) Factoreb

——
Trench Cap Plots with Barley Cover

2 45 0,43
4 28 0.27
5 28 0.27
7 39 0.37

Natural Plots

IN1 2.4 0.023
N2 1,3 0.013

%rn of soil lossesfrom plot during dry, wek and very wet soil
surface rain simulator runs, sdjusted for losses from s
standard LISLE unit plot.
~otal soil loss from the vegetated plor/aversge totsl soil loss
from the cultivated erosion plots,

erosion of trench cap covers using US Department of Agriculture models such as CREAM S.Z-4Thus abo.t 60

of our runoff samples were assayed for particle size distributions as a function of sampling time, soil surface
treatment, and arttedeccnt soil water conditions. Log-probability plots of these data were made, where the log of

the sediment diameter is plotted as a function of tie cumulative percentage of the particles, expressed on a

probability scale (Fig, 3), The average particle diameter was determined from plots like these, and typical data

are summarized in Table 3,
We performed a detailed analysis of variance of all the data, which showed that plot surface treatment was

not a statistically significant influence in this experiment. However, for the threesurface treatments on the

disturbed soil profiles on the trench cap, average sediment patticle size was found to increase with time and

with wetter initial soil surface conditions, The undisturbed plots with natural cover showed a difTerent

hydrologic response with time and antecedent moisture conditions, We think this comparison has exciting long-

term implications for waste management programs, since the disturbed soil profsles on the trench cap will

gradually evolve, over hundreds of years, to become similar to those on our natural plots,

Temporal Changes in Soil Water Content

Beneath the Trench Cap

Long-term changes in soil water content beneath the trench cap need to be monitored to evaluate

percolation of rain wtter into the underlyiiig wastes, The aversse tuno~.precipitation ratios determined in our

study me presented in Table 4 for what happened during all of the simulated rains, followed by a set of typical

neutron moisture gauge data to show subsurface ckan~es in soil water content with time (Fig, 4),

Only 14 mm of runoff occurred during the dry soil surface run horn the plots with natural vegetative

cover, resulting in a runoff-precipitation ratio of 0.26 (Table 4} while soil loss was 1,47 k8 (Table 1). In

contrasg the rurtoff”precipitatiwt ratios for all of the trt .~chcap plots ranged from 0,7S to 0,99, indicating that

only 1,0 to25% of the water itdltrated this cordlguration during the dmulat.ed rain.
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Fig. 3. Particle size distribution data for runoff samples collected from an
erosion plot with ● cultivated surfacetreatment.

TABLE 3

AVERAGEPARIVCLE DIAMETER ESTIMATES FOR RUNOFF

SAMPLES AS AFUNCTION OFPLOTTREATMENT AND

SAMPLING DURING DRY,WET,ANDVERY WETSOIL

SURFACE RAINSJMULATOR RUNS

Average Particle Diameter

(microns)

Plot Time Dry Soil Wet Soil Very Wet

Treatment (rein)” Run Run Soil Run
—. —— ——

Tilled 1 2.3 37 57

2 48 60 72

Bare 1 22 70 65

soil 2 so 75 !80

Barley 1 18 50 50

Cover 2 !iO 55 65

Natural 1 126 300 62

Cover 2 61 235 45
.—

‘Times I and 2 represents~ des collected a fewminutes*cr ~noff
started and at the peak ~lscharge rate just before the end of the
simulated rain.



TABLE 4

AVERAGE RUNOFF/PRECIPITATION RATIOS FOR

RAIN SIMULATOR RUNS ON DRY, WET, AND VERY WET
SOIL SURFACES ON EROSION PLOTS AS A FUNCTKM~*

OF SURFACE TREATMENT

Average Rwtoff7Prccipitation

Treatment T+ Wet’ Very Wet’
(Number of Plots) Susfacc Surfa:e Surface—.— —
Nawal cover (2) 0.26 0,28 0.65
Cukivated (2) 0.82 0.93 0.94
Bare Soil (2) 0.90 0.92 0.99
Barley Cover (4) 0,75 0.92 0.95

‘Representsaninitirri 60 min rainfsll simulation (dry surface), a 30 mitt run 24 hours later (wet surface),●sd another 30 min
run after a 30 min delay (very wet surface), d performed at a rainfall rate of 6 mndhour.
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Fig. 4, Neutron moisture gauge data coUCcwd from 15 to 168 cm beneath two erosion plots with the cukiv~ted snd bsrlev
cover treatments (dry I to day 340 representsdata collected from May 21, 1962 through ApriJ 25, 1983). “*
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Typical neutron moisture gauge data we present~ for SWWSI samp~g depths for a cultivated erosion
plot and ~ erosion plot with bulcy cover (Fig. 4). ‘Thesedata conr~ fie information presented in Table 4 that
very little infiltration of water OCCUfid dufig the sirn~ator ~ns. ~us, iII s@e of the fact that approximately

1io mm of water was applied to each of these plots on June 22 and 23 (33 and 34 days on the figures), no
increase in soil water was detccwd at any dep~ over that observed before the simdated rainfall on June 21.
interestingly enough, large increases in soil rnois~urc were found Up to 90 cm below the surface of the trench

cap as a result of melting snow after the Decem~r 14 readings (208 days data in Fig, 4). During time periods
when the barley was active]y tr~spti~g, we ~so noticed decreases in sOflwater content close to the surface of
the trench cap, which were not observed in the disked plot with no vegetation (Fig. 4).

These seasonal trends in subsurface water levels have important waste m~agement implications (Fig. 1)
since the tine-textured trench cap used in this field experiment (Fig. 3) is simdu to the clay caps commonly

installed x a remedial action cure over a pre-existing buri~ trench with hydrologic problems. The neutron

moisture gauge data arc currently being ~~yzed in greater det~} to derive estimates of evaporation,

evapotranspiration, and percolation of water in the trench cap. These data will dso be used to validate
CREAMS and models used to predict unsaturated water fiow rates for rnulthyered trench caps with various

surface treatments.
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